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ABSTRACT
3D reconstruction of the neurovascular networks in the brain is a first step toward the
analysis of their function. However, existing three dimensional imaging techniques have
not been able to image tissues on a large scale at a high resolution in all three dimensions.
For creating high-resolution neurovascular models, the Knife-Edge Scanning Microscope
(KESM) at Texas A&M University has been developed and used to image whole rat brain
vascular networks at submicrometer resolution.
In this thesis, I describe algorithms that are fully automatic and compatible with the
large KESM rat Nissl data set. The method consists of image enhancement, binarization,
3D neurovascular networks tracing, and quantizing anatomical statistics. These methods
are easily parallelizable and are compatible with high-throughput microscopy data. A com-
puting cluster has been used to increase the throughput of the methods. Using the method
developed, I analyzed a large volume of rat brain vasculature data. The results are ex-
pected to shed light on the structural organization of the vascular network that underlies
the delivery of oxygen, nutrients, and signalling molecules throughout the brain.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Neurovascular networks play an important role in analyzing neurological conditions [34,
39, 23, 28, 31]. However, the structure of the microvascular networks is not known com-
pletely, because the vessels are very small in diameter, and the structure is very complex.
Knife-Edge Scanning Microscope(KESM) has enabled staining and imaging a large volume
of biological tissues at sub-micro meter resolution [17]. Compared to other brain vascula-
ture atlases [11, 15, 24] KESM data has better z-axis resolutions. KESM has been used
to image tissue stained with Nissl as well as other stains [18]. Nissl stains the cell bodies
of neurons and other cells while leaving the dendrites and axons unstained. Also, blood
vessels are not stained, thus neurovascular relations can be investigated.
The microvasculature is known as to deliver nutrients to the nearby cells and exchanges
molecules with its surrounding tissues. In this sense, brain microvasculature plays an impor-
tant role in chronic disease such as Alzheimer’s Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, and Parkinson’s
Disease. The key interest in the microvasculature research is how much access the tissues
have toward the blood-bourne molecules. However, details about the microvasculature are
not known due to its small size and exceptional complexity. Therefore, the traced vascular
structure and estimated anatomical statistics from this thesis will be useful for the research
on mechanism between the microvasculature and the cells.
In this thesis, image enhancement and segmentation methods will be developed for
the extraction of vessel cross sectional regions of the Nissl-stained data. The image en-
hancement algorithm minimizes both random noise and lighting artifacts present in the
Nissl-stained data. For tracing the neurovascular network in the Nissl data, a simple and
robust tracing algorithm will be developed. Since the tracing algorithm is simple, it can
reduce computation time while tracing large volumes of neurovascular network.
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1.2 Goal of the research
The goal of this thesis is to extract the vascular cross sectional regions from the sequence
of the Rat Nissl-stained images and to analyze its vascular structure. The thesis focuses
on finding anatomical statistics such as the length and diameter of the traced vascular
structure.
1.3 Approach
For tracing the vascular structure automatically in the image sequence, the following
steps are required: (1) image enhancement, (2) binarization, (3) centroid selection, and
(4) neurovascular network tracing. In the Nissl-stained data, random noise and lighting
artifacts exist [18].
To minimize the random noise and lighting artifacts, images need to be enhanced. In
image enhancement, every image in the original image sequence is paired with their sub-
sequent images. The two subsequent images in the pair are averaged together so that the
averaged images make up a new image sequence. The result of the averaging process is
useful to minimize the lighting artifacts on the background of the image. In other words,
the background pixel intensities stays low while the foreground (the vessel cross sectional
region) pixel intensities stay high. Finally, the result image does not have the lighting arti-
facts which could become noise. In the end, compared to the original image sequence, the
number of the new image sequence is half that of the original image sequence. After the
images are enhanced, every enhanced image is subtracted by their duplicate image con-
volved with a Gaussian filter. The image subtraction step removes unnecessary background
except for the vessel cross sectional regions.
After the background is subtracted from the image, Max-entropy algorithm is applied
to the subtracted image and results in a binarized image where a vessel cross sectional
region has 255 pixel intensity and the background 0 pixel intensity. Max-entropy algorithm
enables dynamic threshold selection for the subtracted images [14, 10]. In the end, the
selected threshold values result in binarized images of the vessel cross sectional regions,
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and the binarized images will be used for tracing the vascular structure.
Although the binarization process is successful, the result images could contain dam-
aged vessel cross sectional regions. Due to their damaged vessel cross sectional regions,
they result in gaps that prevent tracing the vascular structure. However, morphological
operations (2D closing and filling holes) resolve the gap problem.
Although the result image is completely binarized, the result image still contains noise.
To get rid of the noise without any damage on vessel cross sectional regions, a guidance
map is introduced. The guidance map is generated using the following formula: min (IxIy)
where Ix and Iy are two vertically adjacent images. In other words, the minimum pixel
intensity values of two vertically adjacent images make up the guidance map. For example,
if vessel cross sectional regions are vertically adjacent, their adjacent region shows up in the
guidance map. However, noise does not show up in the guidance map since it is unlikely to
be adjacent through the z-axis. In this sense, every connected component that is extracted
based on the guidance map is most likely vessel cross sectional region in the result image.
Finally, noise is removed in the result image.
After preprocessing binarized images, their vascular structure is traced. For tracing
the vascular structure, a main problem is to find the connectivity among the vessel cross
sectional regions. The following assumption is applied when the connectivity among the
vessel cross sectional regions is defined: two vessel cross sectional regions are connected if
they are adjacent through the z-axis. The guidance map which was previously generated
to remove the noise is reused to define the connectivity among the vessel cross sectional
regions. Similar to the noise removal step, connected components from the guidance map
are used to label two connected vessel cross sectional regions on two vertically adjacent
images. After the connected vessel cross sectional regions are labeled, their centroids are
extracted. The way to calculate the centroid of vessel cross sectional regions is as follows:∑n
i=1 xi
n where x1... xn are pixel locations of the extracted vessel cross sectional regions [3].
Finally, the anatomical statistics are analyzed. First, the vasculature length is estimated
using the following formula:
∑n−1
i=1 ‖Ci+1 − Ci‖ where Ci is the centroid of the connected
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vessel cross sectional region, and n is the last vessel cross sectional region of the vasculature.
Additionally, the vasculature diameter calculation is done by a 6-neighborhood exhaustive
search around the centroids on the vessel cross sectional regions.
To increase the accuracy of the diameter estimation, both mean and standard devia-
tion of 6 candidate radii are calculated. The mean of the radii is added to the standard
deviation that is divided by a constant value. For validation of the estimated diameter,
the adjusted mean values of the radii are utilized to estimate the volume of the vascular
structure. Based on the equation Si = pi r
2 where r is the estimated radius, the volume∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 Sj is estimated, where n is the number of vessel cross sectional regions in an
image, and m is the depth of the volume. The estimated volume is validated by the ratio
of the original volume to the estimated volume: ES where S is the estimated volume, and
E the original volume.
The number of vessel cross sectional regions where their bifurcation begins is also es-
timated. The bifurcation point is a vessel cross sectional regions where a blood could flow
in more than one direction. In other words, if the vessel cross sectional regions in a image
are adjancent with more than single vessel cross sectional region in a subsequent image,
the vessel cross sectional region is considered as the branch point.
1.4 Significance
This thesis introduces efficient, automatic methods for image enhancement, binariza-
tion, vascular tracing, and anatomical statistic analysis on the Nissl-stained data. As a
result, the methods accurately extract vessel cross sectional regions of the Nissl-stained
data and trace the vascular structure without human assistance. The tracing method is
easily parallelizable and fully exploits a computing cluster. In the end, its throughput
and performance significantly increases, so a large volume of rat brain vasculature data is
processed, offering the interesting analysis on its anatomical statistic.
4
1.5 Outline of the thesis
The thesis consists of several sections as follows. In section 2, background of KESM,
its datasets, and the Nissl-stained data; and Related works similar to this thesis are also
introduced. In section 3, the methods used for extracting vessel cross sectional regions,
tracing vascular structures, and analyzing the anatomical statistics are presented. In section
4, experimental results and analysis are discussed. In section 5, contribution, open issues,
and future work of this thesis are discussed.
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2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Knife-Edge Scanning Microscope
Knife-Edge Scanning Microscope (KESM) was developed in the Brain Network Labora-
tory (BNL) at Texas A&M University (TAMU). KESM is able to acquire a high-resolution
whole-brain scale data [17]. KESM has acquired three different mouse brain data stained
in Golgi, India ink, and Nissl [6]. Nissl stains all cell bodies of neurons leaving vasculatures
unstained in the brain. In this sense, the Nissl-stained data is useful to find the relationship
between cellular information and the vascular structure [18].
KESM consists of the following main components: (1) high-speed line-scan camera, (2)
microscope objective, (3) diamond knife assembly and light collimator, (4) specimen tank
(for water immersion imaging), (5) three-axis precision air-bearing stage, (6) white-light
microscope illuminator, (7) water pump (in the back) for the removal of sectioned tissue,
(8) PC server for stage control and image acquisition, (9) granite base, and (10) granite
bridge [17, 22]. Figure 2.4 shows the descriptions of the KESM parts
The air-bearing stage is operated to offer accurate movement in x,y axies (with 20 nm
precision) and z axies (with 25 nm precision) [21]; it provides robust registration of KESM
images. Also, the KESM provides the custom knife-collimator, which is classified into two
kinds: a white-light collimator and a diamond microtome. KESM cuts thin sections of
the specimen using the diamond knife while the diamond knife provides illumination. This
whole process generates a thin section of tissue over the diamond knife. Line-scan imaging
is done near the tip of the diamond knife as the tissue gets cut, resulting in high resolution
images of the cut tissue [6]. Figure 2.2 shows the zoomed-in version of the KESM.
The KESM simultaneously sections and images tissue blocks. A brain tissue is embed-
ded in hard polymer resin block; It is fixed on the specimen tank which is submerged under
water. Instead of the diamond knife movement, the stage moves the specimen tank against
the knife while generating a thin section of tissue over the tip of the diamond knife where
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the distortion may be minimized. At the same time, the white-light source illuminates the
tissue piece on the tip of the diamond knife. Once the microscope objective and the diamond
knife aligned, the camera images the tissue piece through microscope objective and sends
the image signal to the computer server. Figure 2.3 illustrates how KESM imaging operates.
Figure 2.1: The KESM parts consist of as follows: (1) high-speed line-scan camera, (2)
microscope objective, (3) diamond knife assembly and light collimator, (4) specimen tank
(for water immersion imaging), (5) three-axis precision air-bearing stage, (6) white-light
microscope illuminator, (7) water pump (in the back) for the removal of sectioned tissue,
(8) PC server for stage control and image acquisition, (9) granite base, and (10) granite
bridge. Reprinted from [6].
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Figure 2.2: A zoomed-in version of the KESM. Reprinted from [22].
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Figure 2.3: Imaging principle. Reprinted from [6].
2.2 KESM data
KESM has successfully scanned whole mouse brains stained in Golgi, Nissl, and India
ink. In 2008, the earliest data were obtained from Golgi-stained (neuronal morphology) and
India ink-stained (vasculature) mouse brain. In early 2010, a whole mouse brain stained
with Nissl was scanned to observe its cell body distribution [6].
In this thesis, a dataset obtained from rat brain stained with Nissl. In this dataset,
the cell bodies of neurons and other cells are stained while the dendrites and axons not
stained. Since blood vessel are not stained, neurovascular relations can be observed by the
proposed methods in this thesis.
The KESM datasets are basically two dimmensional images that can make up three dim-
mensional image stack. Figure 2.4 presents the KESM dataset in the three dimmensional
stack form with its different views (sagital, coronal, and horizontal). Figure 2.6 presents
the KESM rat Nissl dataset in the three dimmensional stack and in a mosaic form. In this
thesis, to visualize the three dimmensional stack of the Nissl data, a visualization software
ParaView is used.
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Figure 2.4: Visualization of vascular structures from the KESM mouse India ink data.(a)
A raw data block in a sagittal view. (b) is resulted from (a) which is applied by the initial
thresholding.(c)-(e) are fully thresholded in different angles (Sagittal, Coronal, Horizontal).
(f) Zoomed in version of the complex details within a 1.5 mm wide block. Reprinted from
[6].
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 2.5: Visualization of the KESM rat Nissl data. (a) ImageA is a mosaic from imaged
KESM rat Nissl data. Each column is independent data set. The columns are then merged
into a single dataset. The illustration is reprinted from [19]. (b) Image B represents a image
stack of the KESM rat Nissl data. (c) Image C represents a image stack of the binarized
KESM rat Nissl data. The binarized image stack presents only vascular information.
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2.3 Related work
With the Nissl-stained data, the cellular and the vascular information are available.
However, the vascular information is not automatically available from the raw data. Differ-
ent techniques have been used to extract vascular information. In this section, techniques
for extracting microvasculature information are covered.
2.3.1 Automatic seed points extraction
Can et al. [5] used the vector technique to extract vessel information. The vector tech-
nique exploited 2D correlational kernel which is perpendicular to the direction of the vessel
with low-pass averaging filters along the vessel. Vessel boundaries at various angles were
detected by the peak response from the 2D correlational kernel. The template that consists
of [−1,−2, 0, 2, 1]ᵀ kernels found a next point and its orientation in a recursive manner.
Al-kofahi et al. extended the technique in three dimensions for confocal images [2]. In order
to select an initial seed point and an initial direction for the tracing, Mayerich et al. [40]
made use of Doddapaneni’s method [7] that found seedpoints by applying polymerization
algorithm on a given data set and generating the endpoints of the clusters which would be
served as seed points.
Xiao et al. [36] used ridge enhancement in order to emphasize vascular structure. Then,
seed points were selected within emphasized vascular structure in terms of its local max-
ima intensity level when its hessian matrix stayed negative, and its gradient remained as
zero. To remove remaining noise of low pixel intensity, any object consisting of low pixel
intensity was removed by the thresholding technique. Y. Yin et al. [37] uses a probabilistic
model (Gaussian model) to profile vessel’s sectional intensity profile. The model can clas-
sify bifurcation, crossing configuration, and it improves on its results. In order to estimate
local vessel edges, MAP(Maximum a posteriori) was utilized.
Shan et al. [35] developed a technique that selects seed points on breast ultrasound
image segmentation. Preservation of edges and noise reduction were done by speckle re-
duction method. A histogram and breast lesion’s spatial property were utilized to select a
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threshold value iteratively. The selected threshold values filtered regions except for possible
lesion areas. The scores of remaining regions were determined by considerations of the area,
variance, and distance to the center. A region with the highest scores was considered as a
final lesion. The center of lesions was considered as the seed point.
Zhang et al. [38] used automatically detected seed points in order to extract centerline
in 3D Axon Images. Users selected initial seed points (centroids) for each axon object from
a first slice of an image volume. Dynamic Programming (DP) searched other seed points
in following slices of an image volume. However, estimated seed points by DP could be
incorrect when multiple axon objects overlapped.
As described above, many techniques have been developed to detect seed points au-
tomatically; However, most of techniques above will not be compatible with KESM rat
Nissl data since the techniques were developed for different kinds of data. Therefore, in
this thesis, simple and fast segmentation technique will be introduced for automatic seed
point detection. After vasculature cross section information is extracted from the images,
centroids of vasculature cross section(seed points) are detected.
2.3.2 Vector tracing algorithms
Mayerich et al. [19, 20] made use of 3D vector tracing algorithm to extract 3D radius
information and thread shape objects. Mayerich et al. initialized the vector tracking algo-
rithm by finding initial seed points from thresholding technique. Templates are exploited
according to seed point locations, and those templates are rotated and scaled in order to
minimize a heuristic function which prevents excessive sampling. The templates are up-
dated based on a selected orientation vector which is contributed to minimize the heuristic
function. As the tracing proceeds, the current seed point is evaluated whether it has an
intersection with a previous traced centerline. Figure 2.6 shows an overview of the vector
tracing algorithm.
Palagyi et al. [27] introduced a thinning algorithm that extracted centerline. In the
sequential thinning algorithm, one iteration step consisted of six successive sub-iterations
based on the six main directions in 3D. Each sub-iteration contains two phases: (1) if the
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border points of the actual type are both simple and not line-ended, those border points
are considered as potential deletable points. (2) During the rechecking, if a marked point
is simple and not a line-end point after previously visited marked points are deleted, the
marked point is deleted.
Han et al. [13] introduced a fast and robust fiber tracing method for 2D and 3D data.
For 2D tracing, Users selected seed points; these seed points were adjusted by two fiber
boundary lines. Based on the seed points, a Moving Window (MW) was located, which de-
termined the tracing direction. For handling of branching points, a Cubic Tangential Trace
Spline (CTTS) was utilized as a nonlinear interpolation approach. Figure 2.8 illustrates
how 2D MW is generated. For 3D tracing, local maximum intensity projection (MIP) was
exploited for a method. MIP utilized 2D tracing for 3D tracing. In order to get an accurate
projection, MIP cube size was set to be the medium length of the local X,Y,and Z axis.
Figure 2.7 illustrates how MIP is exploited for 3D tracing.
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Figure 2.6: (left) Tracking the filament axis using a template function. (right) Successive
steps along the filament axis are done after computing the template orientation. Reprinted
from [19].
Figure 2.7: An illustration of exploiting MIP for 3D tracing. The longest axis is igonored
because the local MIP with the logest axis does not result in useful information. The other
two local MIPs will be used to determine the tracing direction. The obtained 2D tracing
directions are used to determine 3D tracing direction, finally. Reprinted from [13].
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Figure 2.8: An illustration of the calculation of 2D MW. ri is the side length of MW during
the ith step. ci is the center of MW during the i
th step. lFCSi is the length of the fiber
cross section during ith step.  scales the length of the fiber cross section to get the MW
side length during the ith step. ci+1 is the center of MW during the i
th step. Reprinted
from [13].
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3. METHODS
In this section, the methodology of this thesis is discussed. The methodology consists
of the following steps: image enhancement, binarization, centroid selection, automatic
vascular structure tracing, Paraview visualization, and data analysis. The following sections
describe each step of the methodology in detail.
3.1 Image enhancement
The raw images of the KESM data contain both random noise and lighting artifacts
due to both lighting conditions and mechanical vibrations [10]. In other words, the lighting
artifacts in the Nissl data cause uneven illumination problem which will result in noise in
binarized result images. In order for image binarization to be successful with less noise,
the raw images need to be enhanced. Usually, the area where lighting artifacts reside has
high pixel intensity; that is, when the lighting artifacts reside on the image background,
the background with the lighting artifacts may be classified as one of vessel cross sectional
regions.
To minimize the lighting artifacts, an averaging operation is done as follows: Let Xi
be the 2D raw image that is ith image out of the image sequence. Let Yz be the enhanced
image where z is i+12 ; it becomes the zth image out of a new averaged image sequence.
In the end, the image Xi is averaged with the subsequnet image Xi+1 in the following:
Yz =
Xi+Xi+1
2 . As a result of this, the area with the lighting artifacts (consisting of high
pixel intensity) is averaged with the same area with darker background (consisting of low
pixel intensity). In this sense, in the result image, the area with the lighting artifacts will
consist of lower pixel intensity so that it less likely be classfied as the vessel cross sectional
region during the binarization step. Figure 3.1 illustrates how the averaing operation on
the image sequence is operated.
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Figure 3.1: The figure shows the averaging operation between two adjacent images located
at depths 253(image 253) and 254(image 254) of the image volume (Width:800 (blue colored
axis), Height:800 (red colored axis), Depth:300 (black colored axis)). The new image volume
has half the depth of the original volume.
3.2 Binarization
Once the image sequence is enhanced, the image sequence is ready to be binarized. To
reduce noise in binarized result images, image subtraction technique gets rid of any other
region than vessel cross sectional regions. After the image subtraction step, the image
sequence is then binarized by Max-entropy method [14, 10] that results in a dynamic
threshold value. During the binarization step, vessel cross sectional regions are made of
pixel intensity 255, and background pixel intensity 0. However, due to low pixel intensity
residing within vessel cross sectional regions, part of vessel cross sectional regions is not
binarized correctly. As a result, damaged vessel cross sectional regions (with holes) are
present in the binarized result images; Morphological 2D closing and hole filling techniques
resolve the damage on vessel cross sectional regions. Finally, if every vessel cross sectional
regions is not adjacent with any other vessel cross sectional region in its next subsequent
image, it is considered as noise and discarded.
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3.2.1 Background subtraction
When the raw image sequences is binarized after the image enhancement, many noise
in result images are observed. In other words, background made of high pixel intensity
is binarized as the vessel cross sectional regions. To prevent incorrect binarization, the
image background needs to be removed as much as possible. As a simple and inexpensive
approach, background subtraction technique is applied.
The background subtraction techinique is famous for detecting moving objects among
many video frames; it is the result from the difference between an original image and its
background image [29]. In other words, modeling the image background is the first step
to be done. To model the image background, Gaussian smoothing technique [4] is applied
to the duplicate image of the input image. During this step, the Gaussian smoothing
techinique blurs the vessel cross sectional regions (high pixel intensity) by adapting the
nearby background (low pixel intensity); Consequently, in the result image, background
is only remained. Once the modeled background image is subtracted from the original
image, vessel cross sectional regions remains more brighter (highter pixel intensity) while
the background darker (lower pixel intensity). Figure 3.2 illustrates the result image that
the background subtraction step generates.
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Subtract
The averaged image filtered
by Gaussian Blur tech-
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Figure 3.2: The averaged image is subtracted by its duplicate image filtered by Gaussian
blur. White objects surrounded by red circles are vessel cross sectional regions.
3.2.2 The bilevel thresholding
Gray level thresholding is popular for image segmentation. In this thesis, bilevel thresh-
olding technique is applied to partition the raw image into two regions: white (vessel cross
sectional regions) and black (background) [26]. To find a global threshold of each image
dynamically, Max-entropy thresholding method is applied to the image sequence [14].
For every images from the image sequence, Max-entropy method automatically searches a
threshold value s that maximizes ψ(s) = lnPs(1− Ps) + HsPs + Hn−Hs1−Ps where Ps is a dis-
tribution of gray level, and both Hs and Hn are posteriori entropies. While every image
is scanned in the image seqeunce, different threshold values for the images are generated.
By applying the global thresholding to the image sequence, the binarized image sequence
is generated. In the end, the binarized result image consists of the vessel cross sectional
regions (pixel intensity 255) and the background (pixel intensity 0).
3.3 2D closing and hole fillings
Although the bilevel thresholding step successfully results in the binarized result im-
ages, the binarized result images would consist of damaged vessel cross sectional regions.
For example, in the raw image, part of the vessel cross sectional region may consist of
low pixel intensity. In this sense, during the binarization step, the part of the vessel cross
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sectional regions may be binarized as the background (pixel intensity 0); They may seem
to contain holes within themselves. After obtaining the binarized image sequence, the bi-
narized vessel cross sectional regions may consist of the vessel cross sectional regions.
The damaged vessel cross sectional regions result in gaps in 3D vasculature. The gaps
prevent the vascular tracing correctly. In order to resolve this issue, morphological 2D clos-
ing and filling holes are used. The morphological 2D closing is known to fills holes, thin
gulfs, or gaps in the contour. The morphological 2D closing consists of dilation and erosion
step. When dilation is operated on binarized images, objects in the images will grow and
get thicken. After the dilation operation, erosion is operated on the images, and thus the
objects get shrinked or thinned. Both dilation and erosion that make up the morphological
operation have the structuring element that controls the degree of effect both operations
have to the binarized images. Since the excessive usage of either operations may lead to
malformation of the vessel cross sectional regions, the size of structuring elements needs to
be adjusted to result in appropriate dilation and erosion effect. In the end, by closing op-
eration, the vessel cross sectional regions are enlarged while their ragged edges are pruned.
After the closing operation reconnects a disconnected boundary of the hole, the hole
filling operation is fully operable. The hole filling operation fills the holes (background)
inside region of interests (vessel cross sectional regions), consisting of dilation, complemen-
tation, and intersection. The complementation has its role to limit its operation to inside
the vessel cross sectional regions [12]. By filling the holes, the gaps in 3D vasculature are
resolved. Figure 3.3 illustrates how both the closing and the hole filling operations resolve
damaged vessel cross sectional regions in 2D raw images. Figure 3.4 illustrates how both
the closing and the hole filling operations resolve damaged 3D vasculature.
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Figure 3.3: The figure shows the resulting images both after Max-entropy thresholding
and Morphological closing,filling holes. The red circle emphasizes the damaged vessel cross
sectional region and the resolved vessel cross sectional region by morphological operations.
Figure 3.4: The figure describes how 2D closing and hole fillings resolve the gap problem
in 3D vasculature visualization. The area in the yellow (left) is the vasculature with the
gap filled by the hole fillings operation. They are in the yellow (right) is the vasculature
with the gap problem.
3.4 Noise removal by the vessel connectivity property
After the morphological operations, the images may contain the noise that is binarized
as false positive (background). Because some images may contain many noises, an expensive
method is not promising to remove the noise. However, using vertical adjacency informa-
tion of the vessel cross sectional regions, the noise can be removed simply. For example, it
has been empirically observed that the vessel cross sectional regions in a binarized image
have their matching vessel cross sectional regions in a next image. In other words, this ob-
servation explains that stack of those vessel cross sectional regions make up 3D vasculature.
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In contrast, the noise shows the opposite observation to the vessel cross sectional regions;
The noise less likely has its matching region in subsequent binarized images. Therefore,
any suspicious vessel cross sectional regions that do not show the correct observation is
discarded in the binarized images.
To gain the information of matching vessel cross sectional regions, a guidance map is
introduced. The guidance map is generated using the following formula: min (IxIy) where
Ix and Iy are two vertically adjacent images. In the guidance map, every regions with pixel
intensity 255 represents the vessel cross sectional regions. Using Connected Component
labeling technique [25], every connected component regions in the guidance map is recog-
nized. Figure 3.6 illustrates how the connected labeling algorithm works on the guidance
map. For each connected component recognized, its single pixel coordinate is only consid-
ered; By connected component labeling on the considered pixel coordinates, only vessel
cross sectional regions are remained in the image that contributes to the guidance map
generation. In the end, except for noise, only true vessel cross sectional regions remain in
the image. Figure 3.5 illustrates how the noise removal is operated.
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Figure 3.5: min method of Image127 (the image from depth 127) and Image128 (the
image from depth 128) results in a guidance map. Step A is as follows: Based on connected
components in the guidance map, every vessel cross sectional region is retrieved in Image127
removing unnecessary noise. Noise in a red circle is removed as shown in a yellow circle.
3.5 Tracing vascular structure and its visualization
To trace vascular structure from the clean binarized image sequence, the connectivity
of vessel cross sectional regions through the image sequence needs to be defined first. The
connectivity of vessel cross sectional regions is defined as follows: two vessel cross sectional
regions are connected if they are adjacent through the z-axis. The guidance map introduced
earlier is fully exploited to define the connectivity.
Similar to the noise removal step, the connected components in the guidance map are
scanned by the connected component labeling technique. For each recognized connected
components, the single pixel coordinate is recognized and used in two susbseqent binarized
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images that are contributed to generate the guidance map; In those binarzed images, any
connected component around the recognized pixel coordiante is labeled. Figure 3.6 shows
the guidance map and the connected component labeling technique on it.
Besides generating the pair of connected vessel cross sectional regions, centroids of the
connected vessel cross sectional regions are computed for tracing the vascular structure.
The centroids of the vessel cross sectional regions are computed as follows:
∑n
i=1 xi
n where
x1... xn are pixel locations of the extracted vessel cross sectional [3]. Figure 3.12 illustrates
how the centroids would be marked on every vessel cross sectional regions. Finally, the
centroids of the connected vessel cross sectional regions are paired together and collected
to be visualized. Figure 3.7 shows how the guidance map pairs two connected vessel cross
sectional regions.
To visualize the image sequences and the traced vascular structure, ParaView [1] is
used. ParaView is a software that allows scientistis to visualize large 3D datasets. Prior
to the visualization in ParaView, the image sequence needs to be converted to RAW file
format; for the conversion step, Fiji software [32] reads in the image sequence, stacks it,
and convert it to a RAW file. Once ParaView imports a RAW file, it can visualize the
stack of the image sequence. Figure 3.8 shows the visualization of the RAW file of the
image sequence.
While two centroids are paired to show their connectivity, the connected centroids
are recorded in Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [33] file for visualizatoin in ParaView. In
terms of the VTK file syntax, the VTK file contains the coordinates of the centroids and
their connectivity information so that they can be exploited for its visualization. Finally,
Paraview visualizes the traced vascular structure using the centroids information described
in the VTK file. It can overlay the stack of the binarized image sequence with the traced
vascular structure. Figure 3.9 shows the traced vascular structure overlaid with the stack
of the binarized image sequence.
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Figure 3.6: The image(left) is the guidance image, and the other image(right) shows the
objects colored by the connected labeling algorithm.
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Image127 Guidance map between Image127 and Image128 Image128
Figure 3.7: Two different images (from depth 127 and 128) are operated by min method
to result in the guidance map. Red curves show how the guidance map connects the vessel
cross sectional regions from the two different vertically adjacent images. Yellow curves
define final connectivity between two vessel cross sectional regions.
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Figure 3.8: The figure represents an exemplary raw file visualization in 3D via Paraview.
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Figure 3.9: The figure shows the stack of the binarized image sequence which overlays with
the traced vascular structure in Paraview.
3.6 Binarized image validation
For validation purpose, the ground truth image is generated by a human operator.
Every vessel cross sectional region is marked by the human operator in every raw image.
Figure 3.10 shows the raw image and the ground truth image. The ground truth image is
then binarized by the pixel intensity ’255’; in the binarized ground truth images, true vessel
cross sectoinal regions consist of the pixel intensity ’255’, otherwise ’0’. Pixel intensities
in binarized ground truth images are reduced by 30%, added into the raw images, and
the added images are subtracted by the binarized images. As a result, the ground truth
image, the binarized image, and the raw image are superimposed into a new image; the
superimposed result image represents both the ground truth and the binarized vessel cross
sectional regions. Besides, the pixelwise reduced ground truth images are added into the
raw images for a human operator’s manual work which is described next.
To prevent the human operator from being error prone on manual work, the superim-
posed image and the renovated ground truth images are stitched together so that when
the human operator manually makrs noise (true negatives) on the superimposed image,
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the human operator can refer to the ground truth image at the same time. Finally, the
human operator makes less mistakes while marking on the superimposed images. Figure
3.11 shows the stitched image where the superimposed images and the renovated ground
truth images exist side by side. To validate binarized image quantitively, precision, recall,
and F2measure are introduced. Precision is known as the proportion of retrieved positive
cases which is correctly real positives. In other words, it is True Positive Accuracy (tpa).
It is defined as the following
Precision =
TP (TruePositive)
PP (PredictedPositive).
Recall is known as the the proportion of Real Positive that are Predicted Positive. It
also shows how much results are relevant. In other words, it is True Positive Rate. It is
defined as the following
Recall =
TP (TruePositive)
RP (RealPositives).
In this thesis, F2 measure is used, which sets β = 2. By adjusting of β, either recall
or precision is emphasized in the equation [30]. F2 measure puts more emphasis on recall.
Precision, recall, and F2 measure are defined as follows:
True positive(tp) = The number of true binarized vessel cross sectional region
False positive(fp) = The number of noise binarized as the vessel cross sectional region
False negative(fn) = The numberof vessel cross sectional regions that have not been binarized
Precision =
tp
tp+ fp
Recall =
tp
tp+ fn.
F2measure =
(1 + β)2 precision recall
(β2 precision) + recall
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Figure 3.10: The image (left) is the raw image. The other image (right) is the image with
the ground truth. The ground truth is the white colored region.
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Figure 3.11: The image (top) is the stitched image not marked by the human operator.
The other image (bottom) is the stiched image marked by the human operator. The black
colored region marked by the red circle is the binarized vessel cross sectional region. The
white blended region inside the blue circle is the ground truth. The white rectangular
region inside the yellow circle is the true negative the human operator marked.
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3.7 Matlab parallel for loop (parfor) and computing cluster utilization
The methods for this research are implemented in MATLAB. Because the size of the
image sequence can increase enormously, it causes more likely out-of-memory error and a
slow computation on the image sequence. To increase the performance of the implemen-
tation, parallel for loop (parfor) is used. Parfor allows loop iterations from the MATLAB
client to be run in parallel on a parallel pool where consists of MATLAB workers. MATLAB
workers handle iterations of parfor in out-of-order fashion [16]. In this sense, the MATLAB
workers can run a main loop concurrently so that both low latency and high throughput
of overall process are plausible. Ada cluster, a computing cluster at Texas A&M, has 32
licensed CPUs with MATLAB so that any MATLAB code with parfor can be executed in
it [9].
3.8 Data analysis and quantitive volume reconstruction
From the stack of the binarized image sequence, anatomical statistics of the vasculature
are calculated such as a diameter average of all vessel cross sectional regions, a diameter
standard deviation, a maximum diameter, a median diameter, and a vasculature length.
To measure the diameter, the vessel radius is calculated by a 6-neighborhood exhaustive
search around the centroid on the vessel cross sectional region. The mean of the radii is
added to the standard deviation that is empirically reduced. Figure 3.13 shows how both
the mean of the radii and the standard deviations are measured.
While the diameter is being estimated, every estimated diameter is collected. The fol-
lowing statistics are calculated based on the collection of the diameters. An average diame-
ter is calculated by the following equation: average(x1... xn) where x1... xn are the collection
of diameters. A maximum diameter is calculated by the following equation: max (x1... xn)
where x1... xn are the collection of diameters. A median diamter is measured by the follow-
ing equation: median(x1... xn) where x1... xn are the collection of diameters. A minimum
diameter is measured by the following equation: min(x1... xn) where x1... xn are the col-
lection of diameters.
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The vasculature length is estimated using the following formula:
∑n−1
i=1 ‖Ci+1 − Ci‖
where Ci is the centroid of the connected vessel cross sectional region, and n is the last
vessel cross sectional region of the vasculature. With all the vasculature length estimations
from the vasculatures, their average, standard deviation, maximum, median, and minimum
are calculated.
Using estimated diameters, the volume of the traced vascular structure is quantita-
tively reconstructed. To quantitatively reconstruct the volume, every vessel cross sectional
regions make up the volume of the traced vascular structure. In other words, the volume
is the summation of the areas of all vessel cross sectional regions. The volume formula is
defined as follows: Let the area of each vessel cross sectional region be Si = pi r
2 where r
is the estimated radius; The volume
∑m
i=1
∑n
j=1 Sj is estimated, where n is the number of
vessel cross sectional regions in an image, and m is the depth of the volume (the number of
images in the image sequence). To validate the reconstructed quantitive volume, the ratio
of the binarized image volume to the reconstructed volume is estimated. In the end, the
higher the ratio of the volumes, the more accurate the diameter estimation is.
Besides estimating the length and the diameter, the number of bifurcating vessel cross
sectional regions where the blood could flow in more than one direction is estimated. To
mark the bifurcation point, the number of adjacenct vessel cross sectional regions in a sub-
sequnt image is considered. If the number of adjacent vessel cross sectional regions is more
than one, the vessel cross sectional region is considered as the bifurcation point. Figure
3.14 shows how the bifurcating vessel cross sectional region is adjacent with other vessel
cross sectional regions in the subsequent image.
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Figure 3.12: Centroids extracted for every vessel cross sectional region on two different
images. Red dots represent the centroids.
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A radius is found by an exhaustive measurement in 6
directions(x-,x+,y-,y+,z-,z+) from the centroid
A distance from the centroid of yellow axis ‖centroid− boundaryy+‖: ‖Y ‖
A distance from the centroid of orange axis ‖centroid− boundaryy−‖: ‖O‖
A distance from the centroid of purple axis ‖centroid− boundaryx+‖: ‖P‖
A distance from the centroid of brown axis ‖centroid− boundaryx−‖: ‖Br‖
A distance from the centroid of blue axis ‖centroid− boundaryz+‖: ‖B‖
A distance from the centroid of red axis ‖centroid− boundaryz−‖: ‖R‖
A mean of distances (X) where ’X’ is a distribution of 6 observed distances: X = ‖Y ‖+‖O‖+‖P‖+‖Br‖+‖B‖+‖R‖
6
A standard deviation of distances (X) where ’X’ is a distribution of 6 observed distances: σ =
√∑6
i=1
(Xi−X)2
6
A final radius
estimation: X + σ
C
where ’C’ is a constant.
Figure 3.13: The figure describes how a mean of radii is calculated and adjusted by its
standard deviation.
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Figure 3.14: The figure describes the bifurcating vessel cross sectional regions through two
subsequent images. The vessel cross sectional region inside the yellow circle represents the
bifurcation point since it is adjacent to two vessel cross sectional regions in the subsequent
image (presented by two red curves).
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4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Previously, the methods for binarization, vascular structure tracing, and quantitive
analysis were introduced. In this section, using the described methods, raw images are
enhanced and binarized. In the end, the binarized images’ centerlines are traced. Addition-
ally, the anatomical statistics are also extracted from the binarized images. Speedups are
also compared using execution times which are measured with different variations of the
computing cluster resources. In this section, five image sequences are tested and analyzed:
Image sequence1 (376 images in their width 240 and height 264), Image sequence2 (324
images in their width 320 and height 268), Image sequence3 (427 images in their width 615
and height 615), Image sequence4 (652 images in their width 750 and height 750), and Im-
age sequence5 (652 images in their width 1434 and height 1434). An image sequence (100
images in their width 363 and height 367) is quantitively validated for the binarization
method by precision, recall, and F2-measure.
4.1 Results of binarization
As discussed earlier, the vessel cross sectional regions are binarized from the raw 2D
images. The segmentation method was tested on 50 raw images. Each 2D image has its
width 363 and height 367. The raw images are binarized by the previously propsed methods.
For validation purpose, the ground truth is marked by a human operator. For every 2D raw
images, precision, recall, and F2measure are used. Table 4.1 shows the average of precision,
recall, and F2-measure from the binarized result images.
Finally, three results reflect that the binarizatoin method works well. Granted that the
binaraization method works well, five raw image sequences are binarized and visualized via
Paraview. Figure 4.1 to 4.5 illustrates the visualization of the averaged image sequence, the
binarized vessel cross sectional regions, and the overlayed image sequences via Paraview.
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Precision, Recall, and F2-measure
Precision Recall F2-measure
0.9235 0.9389 0.9828
Table 4.1: The table shows the precision, recall, and F2-measure of the binarized result
images.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.1: Image A represents an averaged image sequence (376 images in their width
240 and height 264). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image A. Image C
represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.2: Image A represents an averaged image sequence (324 images in their width
320 and height 268). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image A. Image C
represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.3: Image A represents an averaged image sequence (427 images in their width
615 and height 615). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image A. Image C
represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.4: Image A represents an averaged image sequence (652 images in their width
750 and height 750). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image A. Image C
represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.5: Image A represents an averaged image sequence (652 images in their width
1434 and height 1434). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image A. Image
C represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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4.2 Results of vascular structure tracing and anatomical statistics
The vascular tracing method is tested on Image sequence 1 to 5. First, raw input images
are binarized; every centroids of vessel cross setional region is detected; And based on them,
vascular structure information is generated in VTK file format. Generated VTK files are
visualized by Paraview. Finally, the visualized vascular structure is overlaid with the stack
of the binarized image sequence for its visual inspection purpose. Figure 4.6 to 4.10 show
visualizations of both the stack of the binarized image sequence and of the traced vascular
structure. Overall, the manual visual inspection of the traced vascular structures concludes
that all the stacks of the binarized image sequence is traced well. In addition to tracing
the vascular structure based on the stack of the binarized image sequnence, in this section,
several anatomical statistics of the binarized image sequence 1 to 5 are estimated:
1. A diameter average of all vessel cross sectional regions
2. A diameter standard deviation
3. A maximum diameter
4. A median diameter
5. A vasculature length average
6. A vasculature length standard deviation
7. A vasculature length median
8. A vasculature length maximum
9. A vasculautre length minimum
10. A number of bifurcation points
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.6: Image A represents an vessel cross sectional region image sequence (376 images
in their width 240 and height 264). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image
A. Image C represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.7: Image A represents an vessel cross sectional region image sequence (324 images
in their width 320 and height 268). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image
A. Image C represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.8: Image A represents an vessel cross sectional region image sequence (427 images
in their width 615 and height 615). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image
A. Image C represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.9: Image A represents an vessel cross sectional region image sequence (652 images
in their width 750 and height 750). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of Image
A. Image C represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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(a) Image A (b) Image B
(c) Image C
Figure 4.10: Image A represents an vessel cross sectional region image sequence (652 images
in their width 1434 and height 1434). Image B represents a binarized image sequence of
Image A. Image C represents an overlayed image sequence of both Image A and Image B.
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Anatomical statistic in micron(µm) using diameters
AxBxC(Width:A
Height:B Depth:C)
constant variable for di-
ameter adjustment
Diameter average Diameter standard deviation Maximum diame-
ter
Minimum diame-
ter
Median diameter the ratio of the
volumes
240x264x376 2.2 6.0546 2.9632 36.5394 1.2 5.2278 0.98485
320x268x324 2.2 5.8432 3.6533 44.4314 1.2 4.8907 0.98365
615x615x427 2.2 5.5626 3.5015 68.258 1.2 4.6817 0.99779
750x750x652 3 5.3022 3.0589 76.0219 1.1633 4.5347 0.90559
1434x1434x652 3 5.2128 3.4615 102.0666 1.1633 4.3155 0.92807
Table 4.2: The table shows the statistics in vessel cross sectional region’s diameters. The
second column (Constant variable for diameter estimation) represents the constant value
that is used to adjust the mean of the radii which is previously discussed
Anatomical statistic in millimeter using vasculature length per cubic millimeter of tissue
AxBxC(Width:A
Height:B Depth:C)
A vasculature length
average
A vasculature
length standard
deviation
A vasculature length median A vasculature
length maximum
A vasculautre
length minimum
240x264x376 5.3519 14.8973 1.3652 136.5272 0.046281
320x268x324 2.8426 7.9084 0.96287 75.7943 0.015233
615x615x427 1.2765 30.2859 0.1522 1263.8416 0.00053512
750x750x652 0.58518 18.247 0.077599 1137.4818 0.0010536
1434x1434x652 0.10949574 4.8468264 0.01778614 600.77978144 0.000574542
Table 4.3: The table shows the statistics in vascular structure’s length
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Anatomical statistic using the number of branch points per cubic millimeter of tissue
AxBxC(Width:A
Height:B Depth:C)
the number of branch
points
240x264x376 10094.1
320x268x324 4969.9
615x615x427 12634.3
750x750x652 13425.5
1434x1434x652 9673.0
Table 4.4: The table shows the statistics of the number of branch points
ALL STATISTICS ARE SPECIFIED PER CUBIC MILLIMETER OF TISSUE.
Region Segments Length (mm) Branches Surface (mm2) Volume (mm3) Volume (% of total)
Neocortex 11459.7 758.5 9100.0 10.40 0.0140 1.4%
Cerebellum 34911.3 1676.4 19034.4 20.0 0.0252 2.5%
Spinal Cord 36791.7 1927.6 26449.1 22.2 0.0236 2.4%
Table 4.5: Computed statistics from Mayerich et al. [18]. Reprinted from [18]
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Figure 4.11: A histogram of vessel segment lengths in 240x264x376.
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Figure 4.12: A histogram of vessel segment lengths in 320x268x324.
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Figure 4.13: A histogram of vessel segment lengths in 750x750x652.
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Figure 4.14: A histogram of vessel segment lengths in 1434x1434x652. Most of distribution
occurs inside gray circles.
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Table 4.2 shows the statistics in the vessel cross sectioanl region’s diameters. One inter-
esting thing observed from the table 4.2 is the ratio of the volumes. Since the ratios are all
above 90%, the results of the diameter estimation seem good. The diameter of microvas-
culature is known to have a diameter of around 5 µm [18], so the average diameter from
the table seems reasonable. Table 4.3 shows the anotomical statistics using the vascular
lengths. Refering to figures 4.11 to 4.14, the histograms show skewness in their distribu-
tion. Therefore, the median values don’t seem close to the average values in table 4.3.
Table 4.4 shows the number of branch points. Mayerich et al. [18] quantified the number of
the branch points from parts of a mouse brain. Table 4.5 shows the results from Mayerich
et al. Because the number of branch points from Mayerich et al. was measured per cubic
millimeter, the number of branch points of mine is also scaled in terms of cubic millimeter.
Since the KESM rat Nissl data is sectioned from the somatosensory cortex, we focus on
Neocortex of the mouse brain stained with India ink from Mayerich et al. The average of
the number of branch points from Table 4 is 10159.36. Comparing branch number statistic
of Mayerich et al. to that of mine, his result and my result seem to obtain a number close
to 9000. In the end, the number of branch points from the rat and the mouse seem similar
each other in their particular regions.
4.3 Analysis of tracing speed in the computing cluster
In this thesis, instead of using a local computer, Ada, a computing cluster in Texas
A&M, is used to increase the throughput of tracing method. Ada is a 17,5000-core IBM
commodity cluster with nodes based mostly on Intel’s 64-bit 10-core IvyBridge processors;
Its memory size is 811 nodes with 64 GB/node and 34 nodes with 256GB (DDR3 1866
MHZ) [8]. Fortunately, Ada offers a simple program matlabsubmit for batch jobs in Matlab.
Following options are available for matlabsubmit to run batch jobs with different resources:
1. -h Shows this message
2. -m set the amount of requested memory
3. -t sets the walltime; form hh:mm:ss
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4. -w sets the number of additional workers
5. -n sets the number of nodes to assign the workers to
6. -g indicates script needs GPU
7. -b sets the billing account to use
8. -q sets the queue to be used
In this section, only ‘-m’,‘-t’,‘-w’, and ‘-n’ are considered for the processing time experi-
ment [9].
Paralell for loop (PARFOR) in MATLAB is also fully exploited in the computing clus-
ter. Since PARFOR allows a main iteration of the tracing method to be run in parallel on a
cluster of workers, the throughput of tracing method improves. With different variations of
the options, different processing times are observed from Image sequence1 to 5 mentioned
in section 4.
To observe the performance difference according to the variations of the options, 5 differ-
ent cases of both ‘-w’ and ‘-n’ are observed as follows: for both ‘-w’ and ‘-n’, ‘1’,‘2’,‘4’,‘8’,‘16’,
and ‘31’. To present better comparison, speedups are measured as follow: speedup = AB
where A presents the computation time with a node and worker, and B presents the com-
putation time with more than a node and worker. In other words, the speedups reflect the
performance improvement as more resources in the cluster are consumed. However, since
the network overhead between a client and workers happens when the client distributes
the processing raw images equitably into workers and combines partial results from them,
speedup results turn out to be lower than ‘30’.
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Figure 4.15: The figure describes how the speedup of the image sequence1 changes as the
number of nodes and the number of workers change. For further description on the plot,
when x = 2, it represents that both the number of nodes and the number of workers are 2.
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Figure 4.16: The figure describes how the speedup of the image sequence2 changes as the
number of nodes and the number of workers change. For further description on the plot,
when x = 2, it represents that both the number of nodes and the number of workers are 2.
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Figure 4.17: The figure describes how the speedup of the image sequence3 changes as the
number of nodes and the number of workers change. For further description on the plot,
when x = 2, it represents that both the number of nodes and the number of workers are 2.
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Figure 4.18: The figure describes how the speedup of the image sequence4 changes as the
number of nodes and the number of workers change. For further description on the plot,
when x = 2, it represents that both the number of nodes and the number of workers are 2.
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Figure 4.19: The figure describes how the speedup of the image sequence5 changes as the
number of nodes and the number of workers change. For further description on the plot,
when x = 2, it represents that both the number of nodes and the number of workers are 2.
In the end, figures 4.15 to 4.19 reflect that the more resources the tracing method
consumes the more the tracing method performance improves. Since the performance re-
flects the local computer’s performance when x = 1 in the plots, the speedup also reflects
how much the computing cluster is contributed to the performance improvement. In other
words, exploiting the computing cluster enables the tracing large vascular structure within
a reasonalbe time. In the end, the usage of the computing cluster is necessary since the
KESM rat Nissl data can become larger and larger to be processed. Thanks to more sophis-
ticated algorithm compatible with the computing cluster to process the KESM rat Nissl
data, the analysis of whole rat brain vasculature can become more feasible.
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5. DISCUSSION
In this thesis, the novel binarization and tracing method were presented. Since they
are simple and efficient, they can easily be adaptable with the large Nissl data. At the
same time, the computing cluster is contributed to the increase of the throughput. In this
section, contribution, open issues, and future work in this thesis are discussed.
5.1 Contribution
The binarization and tracing method in this thesis accurately extracts the vessel cross
sectional regions and traces the vascular structure. Addtionally, the tracing method enables
obtaining the anatomical statistics such as the vascular structure length, the number of
branch points, and the diameter estimation. With the obtained statistics, the interesting
comparison between the anatomical statistic of the mouse and that of the rat can be done.
After the vascular structure is traced, the result is stored as VTK files to be visualized via
ParaView. People interested in the vascular structure can observe the appearacne of the
vascular structure.
When the size of the data becomes larger, the computing cluster plays an important
role to increase the throughput. In the analysis of the tracing speed on the computing
cluster, the computing cluster has shown its potential in processing the large dataset within
reasonable time. In summary, the methods presented in this thesis perform well on the Nissl
datasets, and the tracing methods can be applied to other KESM datasets such as the India
ink dataset.
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5.2 Open issues and future work
In this thesis, while the resuts look good, three issues have been found: (1) After the
binarization step, noise is still present in the result image. (2) When the vessel runs along
the image plane (i.e., laterally), the shape of the vessel cross sectional regions become elon-
gated, and as a result, the bifurcation point quauntization step may become error prone.
(3) The largest image sequence visualized and analyzed is 652 images, width:1434, and
height: 1434. However, once the image sequence size exceeds the larget size in this thesis,
it cannot be visualized via ParaView. (4) If one of two subsequent images contains noise
which would overlap with the vessel cross sectional region in the other subsequent image,
the guidance map would result in containing the noise coordinate information.
Although the binarization step in this thesis results in successful vessel cross sectional
region extraction, the noise is still present in the result images. Figure 5.1 shows the noise
still present after the binarization step. The noise will have a negative affect on tracing vas-
cular structure and computing the anatomical statistics. To completely remove the noise,
more careful observation needs to be made on the raw images, and using the observation,
more sophisticated method need to be developed.
The vessel cross sectional regions that are compatible with the proposed methods are
usually developing towards vertical orientation. Due to their developing orientation, they
are usually reflected in the shape of circle or ellipse in the image. However, some vessel
cross sectional regions are developing along an orientation other than the vertical orienta-
tion. Therefore, the proposed methods become erroneous on the misoriented vessel cross
sectional regions. Figure 5.2 shows the case when the misoriented vessel cross sectional
regions are misclassified as the bifurcation point. To resolve the case of the misoriented
vessel cross sectional regions, more careful regional property of the vessel cross sectional
regions should be observed.
Minimum intensity of more than two subsequent images would be able to result in the
more accurate guidance map where only contains the coordinate information of the vessel
cross sectional regions. For example, if one of two subsequent images contains the noise
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which would overlap with the vessel cross sectional region in the other subsequent image,
the guidance map would result in containing the noise coordinate information. To resolve
such an exceptional case, more than two subsequent images can be used to result in the
guidance map. For example, let three subsequent images be contributed to generate the
guidance map. If image1 out of three images contained the noise, it might be overlapped
with vessel cross sectional regions from image2. However, the noise from the image1 would
less likely be overlapped with vessel cross sectional regions from image3. In the end, the
guidance map from more than two subsequent images would resolve the exceptional case.
As already discussed in the earlier section, the visual inspection via ParaView has been
proposed. Although ParaView is famous for visualizing the large datasets, it has been em-
prically observed that ParaView cannot visualize the data exceeding the certain large size.
Since the visual inspection step is crucial to validate the vascular structure, other methods
to visualize the large Nissl data need to be sought.
The averaging operation can be done onto 2D images generated from different orien-
tations. For example, 2D raw images can be stacked in 3D, and the original 3D volume
can be sectioned into 2D images in different orientations such as x-axis or y-axis. In the
end, the averaging operation can be done onto new 2D images of different orientations, and
result enhanced images can be used for tracing their vascular structures and anatomical
statistics.
The tracing method proposed in this thesis works on any binarized vasulature data.
The India ink-stained mouse brain can be also binarized, and it is adaptable with the
tracing method. Afterwards, from the rat and mouse data, using the proposed methods to
compute the anatomical statistics, more of their anatomical statistics can be revealed and
compared each other.
A synthetic model of the KESM rat Nissl data can prove whether the KESM rat Nissl
images (digital phantom) from the KESM rat Nissl brain specimen (physical phantom) is
correct. For example, a synthetic model of vasculatures can be generated, and cell bodies
of neurons can be modeled as a sphere shaped object and be integrated with the modeled
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vasculature. In the end, a synthetic model of rat Nissl data is generated representing the
relationship between the vasculature and the cells. The geometrical data from the synthetic
data enables a 3D printer to obtain its physical phantom. After the 3D printer results in
a physical phantom of the digital phantom, the KESM can section the physical phantom
and reconstruct its digital phantom. Using methods from my thesis, vascular structure
and anatomical statistic result from both synthetic data and digital phantom data can be
compared to each other. If the results turn out to be matched, the reconstructed digital
phantom from KESM is believed to be true. In the end, the acquired KESM image is con-
sidered true once the vascular structure and anatomical statistics from both the synthetic
model and the digital phantom are matched.
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Figure 5.1: Noise is still present after the binarization step (inside yellow circle).
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Figure 5.2: The vessel cross sectional region inside the red circle are classified as the branch
point because it has two adjacent vessel cross sectional regions (inside blue circles) in the
subsequent image. However, the detected branch point is misoriented so that the proposed
method misclassified it as the branch point.
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6. CONCLUSION
The main goal of this research was to efficiently extract vessel cross sectional regions,
to trace the vascular structure, to compute the anatomical statistics, and to fully exploit
the computing cluster to increase the throughput from the KESM rat Nissl-stained im-
ages. The methods in this thesis are considered novel since they are customized to the
specific characteristics of the KESM data. The computing cluster demonstrated its poten-
tial for processing the large dataset within reasonable time. The comparison of anatomi-
cal statistics between rat and mouse leads to another interesting aspect of this research.
The binarization step was quantitively validated by precision, recall, and F2-measure, and
the diameter estimation by its quantitive volume reconstruction. The estimated structural
statistics were comparable to earlier reports on a similar KESM data set. The methods
proposed in this thesis can be extended to the other KESM datasets, and they will be
contributed to analyze the vascular system in mouse and rat brain.
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